Drought conditions on East Coast to persist into spring

By A. OVERBECK

The warm and dry winter along the entire East Coast has helped courses increase play and has allowed superintendents to tackle more off-season tasks. However, as dry weather has persisted into March, courses from Maine to Georgia are facing the possibility of entering spring under challenging drought conditions.

Some states have already declared drought emergencies and put restrictions into place and many more states could follow suit. The long-term forecast from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) calls for a slight improvement but predicts water shortages will continue to persist through May. Among the more staggering drought indicators are:

- The Northeast experienced the second driest September through February in the past 107 years.
- NOAA said the drought, which started in some areas in 1998, is now classified as hydrological because of low ground water, lake and well levels. These droughts typically take longer to end.
- Drought emergencies have already been declared in New Jersey and in 26 counties in Pennsylvania.

Organic golf activists score major victory

By A. OVERBECK

BROOKLYN, N.Y. — The Long Island Neighborhood Network (LINN) has won a major victory in its battle to make all new golf courses organic. A four-judge Appellate Division panel here unanimously reversed a lower court decision Feb. 25 and ordered the Town of Stony Point to comply with SEQRA (State Environmental Quality Review Act) by completing a full environmental impact statement (EIS) before continuing work on its $18 million Rick Jacobson-designed golf course.

The decision builds on a similar lower court victory and settlement in Suffolk County in 1998 (CCN June 1999) that forced the county to commit to making its two new 18-hole courses in Yaphank completely organic. The recent decision, however, could set a precedent on a larger scale since it would apply to Nassau and Suffolk counties in addition to Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island, Orange, and Long Island neighborhoods.

Toro, GE Capital create financial offering

By ANDREW OVERBECK

BLOOMINGTON, Ill. — The Toro Co. has partnered with GE Capital Vendor Financial Services to provide a branded, single-source financing solution for golf courses and municipalities.

The move not only consolidates the company's previous financing options but it also gives Toro access to a financing arm that is larger than Textron Financial Services and John Deere Credit.

Textron Financial Services and John Deere Credit have managed assets of $8.1 billion and $13 billion, respectively, and GE Capital has served assets of nearly $20 billion.